
                                               Secret of the psychotropic weapon.

    In Russia and USA by the strengthened rates, in conditions of strict privacy, occurs creation of an 
essentially new kind of the weapon of a mass defeat nicknamed by the journalists “psychotropic”. The term " 
the psychotropic weapon " not absolutely correct, as at an irradiation and subsequent special processing is 
affected not only mentality of the man, but also all organism as a whole, therefore more approaches the term 
"psihobiotropic".

    Let's not speak about the American researches, we shall talk about Russian. The researches connected to 
the program of a controlled human material, are conducted at us, as a rule, in closed military scientifically - 
research institutes and academic centres in Moscow, Novosibirsk and other cities. In Krasnoyarsk will be 
carried out not only research, but also even manufacture of some kinds of the awful weapon both at the 
enterprise of the regional centre, and in one of the closed cities is adjusted. Skilled samples of products 
always test in that area, where them make, therefore tests of casualty effects of products will be carried out 
on made, sentenced to a death penalty separate citizens, as a rule, from the socially unprotected layers of 
the population, including Krasnoyarsks. And in a number of cases of a product are used for elimination of 
socially dangerous elements, application in custom-made murders also is noticed. About applications of 
these products in the armed forces there were many publications, but it only top of an iceberg. There is an 
applied variant, most latent from a society, of application of products.

    For destruction, temporary deducing out of operation or for creation of a controllable human material with 
the subsequent special processing under the programs of neurolinguistic programming (NLP) – making a 
zombie, the products are used in invisible and not heard by the man ranges of frequencies, that provides 
complete suddenness of an attack and latent control above a human material long time. In it basic difference 
from all other systems of the weapon of a mass defeat also consists.

    In applied variant at an initial stage of secret special processing of a human material the electromagnetic, 
sound radiations for suppression of will of the man to resistance, counteraction, disobedience, and also for 
reduction of protective functions of immune system are used. At the following stage there is a neurolinguistic 
programming, specially picked up for the given man, of NLP – making a zombie with a special technique of 
updating of the collateral factors. At the latent processing it will be carried out as the specially picked up 
programs on tapes (at rewriting any pleasant for object of a melody on music by means of a mixer the 
repeatedly repeated verbal text of working suggestion in standard engineering, but with delay в10-15 of time 
is imposed. The broadcast thus words are perceived as a deaf person bloop and after imposing become 
completely imperceptible.
    There is also other way of making a zombie - video. Into record of video films are inserted very short (0, 04 
seconds) fragments of pictures of the inspired text or image persistently repeated through everyone 5 
seconds. The weak moment here is the opportunity casual (at a stop of record) detection of the special staff 
of the Special programs at mass processing broadcast on TV and radio, but other channels, for example, 
through the computer are also possible. Method of neurolinguistic programming  -making a zombie is meant 
as the forced processing of sub consciousness of the man, and in him acts not less than 95 % of the 
information, received by a brain, due to which it loses directing contact to the past and besides not realized 
submission to the orders of the owner is programmed on unconditional. Such feature allows imperceptibly for 
itself " of object " to influence his mentality.

From the story of Krasnoyarsk woman P.:

- I do not know, when it began with me to occur. The sensation such is simple, that up to the certain 
moment me is I, and farther not I. As if someone pushes me to this or that action. That is not clear for 
what reasons I suddenly leave on a street and I go to by somebody given, as it seems, place. And at this 
time with me is useless to talk - I hear nothing at all, I do not see. The neighbours talk, that mine face in 
such moments as if looses itself, the eyes become glass. Who and how operates me - I do not know. 
When I wake, I cannot understand for a long time, where and what with me. Once I have woken and have 
seen in hands a knife, and on a floor laid ripped pillows. I am afraid of myself...

     Innocent from a kind the autogenetic training for the businessman, anonymous alcoholic or wishing to 
learn the English language, then can turn up as very serious coding. Also with the help of the device it is 
possible on a subconscious level to inspire to the people of an idea and thus to supervise their actions. When 
in consciousness of the man the so-called coded texts are entered, he already, as a matter of fact, does not 



belong to himself and is completely ready to execute any order. You at all will cannot notice, that it already 
began.
     Are known a "rigid" and "soft" psyhoprogramming, and "rigid" Zombie quite often it is possible to define 
manner of behaviour (detachment on the person who is not appropriate to emotions, expressed in words, 
singularity of colour of fibbers of an eye, languid intonations of a voice, wrong speech, absence of ability to 
concentrate, slowed down reaction and failures in memory, ridiculous stereotype of behaviour..), whereas 
"soft" Zombie in essence, nothing differs from all other people.

    The psychotropic nested doll comprises some completely different persons. At switching with one on 
another the manners, gait, smile and even expression of an eye vary. For making a zombie the destruction of 
memory of the man is characteristic that it is possible effectively to make secretly, on distance, with the help 
of products of electromagnetic radiations or at a contact way of processing of object with the help of an 
electroshock. At destruction of memory neutrons is used transmission through a head of the man of very 
painful electro pulses by size in 150 volts and capacity in tens times more, than at usual convulsive therapy.
For suppression of will the drugs (for example, aminasin) are used, therefore narcomaniacs are already 
completely ready material and can make on number the whole army, which by usual means at a sudden 
attack to stop it is impossible. Bases of the psychotropic weapon are the casualty effects of electromagnetic 
radiations and sound radiations.

Electromagnetic radiation’s:

1. UVCH - ultra high-frequency - decimetre waves, frequency from 300 MHz up to 3 (Hz, length of a wave 
from 1 meter up to 10 cm. It will penetrate deeply through fabrics of an organism of the man, resulting to 
adverse pathological deviations in work of various bodies. The man has diseases, difficultly giving in to 
treatment, for example, it is inevitable from influence of UVCH of radiation are made active cancer of a 
crate of an organism of the man and subsequently there is a disease by a crawfish. It is very convenient, 
when the certain biological object needs to be neutralized not at once, and through any interval of time or 
to any date. The man, as a rule, withers on eyes. At opening a corpse the usual current of heavy disease 
is found out. The generators, consisting on arms, are secret.

2.    MICROWAVE - super high-frequency - including the not ionised radiation waves, frequency from 3 GHz   
        upto 30 GHz; length of a wave from 10 up to 1 sm. It will penetrate through less deeply fabric of an 
        organism of the man, it is usual on depth 10-15 centimetre, but also cause rather dangerous adverse 
        consequences. The microwave radiation influences bio currents having frequency from 1 up to 35 Hz.
        In   a result there are infringements of perception of a reality, rise and decrease of a tonus, weariness, 
        nausea and headache. Are possible complete sterilization of instinctive sphere, and also damage of 
        heart, brain and central nervous system. The waves actively modulated in frequencies an alpha of a 
        rhythm of a brain, are capable to cause irreversible behaviour. A MICROWAVE of radiation introduces 
         the information directly in a brain, and in their fields any psyhotreatment of sub consciousness is 
         appreciably accelerated. In quality of antennal transmitters of such waves the telephone and radio relay 
        postings, pipe of the water drain and heating, and also TV set, telephone and fire-prevention signal 
        system, radio network, electrical posting of an inhabited building are quite used.

    In Russian Federation such way of psychotropic processing will rather widely be applied. Owing to 
technical feature it is possible to name it network. Such way of creation of a high-frequency radio field inside 
a building, when the capacity of the bio power generator is entered through system of filters directly in 
household networks of an inhabited building, is energetically rational and provides the latent application of 
psychotropic processing, as in ten meters from a building the signals of PTO, as a rule, are not shown any 
more. The directed irradiation of a MICROWAVE is usually shown in a fever in legs, burning sensation in 
soles, pain in ears, pain in eyes, clicks in a head, impacts in nasopharynx in support of cough, sneeze and 
cold, in possible arrhythmia of heart and numbness of hands. The similar symptoms usually disappear after a 
leaving of the man from a zone of an irradiation. The consisting generators are secret on arms.

3. Extremely high-frequency radiation – of a millimetre wave, frequency from GHz up to 300 Hz, length of a 
wave from 1 см up to1 mm. A little bit will penetrate through fabrics of an organism of the man. Very 
strongly influences from the central nervous system of the man, the head brain and results in adverse 
pathological deviations in work of internal bodies. The very significant influence renders on mentality of 
the man, in essence is signals of management of the man. After the given special processing the human 
material has deviations in mentality, the frustration of nervous system and works of all organism of the 



man as a whole is observed. The intellectual work for the certain period becomes impossible. It becomes 
difficult to the man itself to supervise (there is an irritability) and to be guided in environmental space. If to 
leave a zone of an irradiation, the organism gradually will restore the functions, though not completely. 
But it is usual after such special processing, as a rule, in apartments or studies, object deliberately 
provoke on a unseemly act in eyes environmental, as after an irradiation the man becomes irritable, then 
put the psychiatric diagnosis, isolate from a society in medical or psychiatric hospital, where specially 
heal by powerful dozes of drugs, tranquillisers or narcoleptics, and also continue to use as a material for 
the further experiences. The generators, consisting on arms, are secret.

4.  X-ray radiation - length of a wave 10-8 м till 10-12 м; frequencies 3х10 (16) -3х10 (20). Scale - radiation 
- length of a wave =10 pm; frequencies =30 KHz. X-ray and scale irradiator laser roentgen and laser 
scale - irradiator. It has effective penetrating and casualty effects, but especially perniciously work on 
crates of an alive organism. The important advantage is the opportunity (secretly on distance, for 
example, through a wall of any apartment from the neighbours) selectively to strike the certain centre of a 
head brain adequate for memory, is intimate - vascular system and other centres adequate for ability to 
live, besides the lethal outcome looks naturally, as from usual current disease.

       Even deep structures of a head brain, besides without infringement of an external environment of a skull 
are effectively affected. Can be applied at an initial stage of making a zombie. From others irradiator the tube 
roentgen can be used which focuses a general flow of radiation in the narrow directed beam, with strong 
casualty effect. The given products are very difficult for finding out at realization of tool researches, as the 
equipment is secret.

5. Torsion radiation. This special kind of physical radiation is not made by natural environments and 
      consequently using it is possible easily to kindle any disease, to remove undesirable excitation, to lower 
      or to increase psychophysical activity, to aggravate various desires, to palm off in sub consciousness on 
      object the necessary program.... The special equipment of applied application is secret.

   Sound radiation’s. 

1. Ultrasound - length of a wave about 0,017м, the frequencies are higher than 20 kHz. Is applied as 
       general or local influence on object. As a general view of action is applied to initial suppression, 
       oppression of immune system of an organism, deterioration of state of health, reduction of object in a 
       passive condition at complete suppression of any resistance and so on. Is subjectively felt, some 
       vibration is caught. As a local kind of action of ultrasound is focused in the narrow directed beam of pulse 
       action, which can secretly strike the centres of life-support located in a head brain or even to cut 
       brainpan half-and-half, it is possible to strike and internal bodies. Applying for secret destruction of object 
       the pulse of ultrasonic radiation, is possible suddenly to stop heart of any man, thus the death for 
       environmental will look natural, and at opening a corpse of traces of violent death it is not found out.

      The frequencies are higher than 20 KHz the man does not hear. Use both thermal, and mechanical 
influences of elastic fluctuations with frequencies more than 100 KHz. Even such intensity of the similar 
concentrated fluctuations considerably influences on mental of structure and nervous system, causing a 
headache, giddiness, frustration of sight and breath, convulsion, and sometimes switching-off of 
consciousness. Irradiation of the elected sites of a head brain by the well focused ultrasound of other time is 
applied to irretrievable withdrawal from memory of any undesirable memoirs, also is used at processing 
under the program “Zombie”, but it is possible only at operation of the perfectly prepared personnel and 
special equipment, which is secret.

2.   Infra-sound radiation - length of a wave about 17 м, the frequencies are lower than 17 Hz. Very effectively 
      at secret influence on the man to involve a mechanical resonance of elastic fluctuations with frequencies 
     which is lower than 16 Hz, usually not perceived on hearing. Most dangerous here would consider an 
     interval from up to 9 Hz. The significant psychotropic effects are stronger than all are shown on frequency 
     7 Hz, the conformable alpha to a rhythm of natural fluctuations of a brain, and any intellectual work in this 
     case is done impossible, as it seems, that the head will become torn on fine slices. The sound of such 
     intensity causes a nausea and clang in ears, and also deterioration of sight and involuntary fear.



     The sound of average intensity upsets bodies of digestion and brain, giving rise a paralysis, general 
weakness, and sometimes blindness. Elastic powerful infrasound is capable to injure and even completely to 
stop heart of any man. The usually unpleasant sensations begin with 120 db of intensity injuring - with 130db. 
Infra-frequency about 12 Hz at force in 85-110 db the attacks of sea illness and dinginess induce, and the 
fluctuations by frequency 15-18 Hz at the same intensity inspire feelings of anxiety, uncertainty and, at last, of 
panic fear. The equipment is secret.

     In a complex the application of these products allows secretly on distance effectively to destroy a human 
material, where he was in an apartment, in a study, in the street. On the influence on alive organisms the 
irradiation by magnetic fields is equivalent in a way to a degree of radioactive irradiation. The brick walls, 
concrete overlapping, tree and many other materials can be "transparent" for electromagnetic, sound and 
torsion radiations of the certain capacity. At the certain capacity the electromagnetic and sound radiations by 
the man are subjectively felt. Result of psychotropic processing of the tenants in apartments become of an 
irreversible mutilation and even premature death.

To find out a site of the man in an apartment it is possible through a wall with the help of thermal telescope or 
special equipment working in a mode of a MICROWAVE or x-ray waves. The home variant of elimination is 
used more often, as does not remain of any traces and proves. It is necessary to accept urgent measures on 
suppression of use of these products in the criminal purposes.

From conversation with the private psychiatrist:

-  To me there come the people, under whose complaints it is possible to establish this or that classical 
diagnosis. However further supervision over their behaviour and condition of health forces to reflect above 
the reason of disease. Inadequate behaviour of the patients even for the diagnosed illness I at times 
examine, as reaction non-interference from the outside. To me, for example, it was possible to observe of 
behaviour by one patient in her apartment in a Green grove. Being in it, she had headaches, nausea, and the 
symptoms of schizophrenia were shown. She assured that she hears voices, as if she is upon spy. However 
it was necessary to her to leave her apartment, as all unpleasant sensations passed.
Usually such patients do not give in to treatment, until they will be secretly isolated. Unfortunately, it 
happened in my practice. That after passage of a complete rate of treatment and returning to a constant 
residence. The patient suddenly died. The opening showed natural death. Difficultly to explain...
- There is a lot of so-called special means, through which it is possible to operate both health, and 
acts of the man. You did not collide with them in the practice?
- If to speak about medic means, I know about them, saw them, but never used them, thanks God. As if to 
various irradiators, on which you, on all visibility hint, I collided with them never, and I have rather vague 
knowledge about principles of their work. However I had to be familiar with one doctor, who knows about 
them not by hearsay...
-  Whether can you approve, that some doctors of popular clinics can work in interaction with special 
services on study of casualty effect of irradiators and their influence on the man?
-I do not exclude such opportunity. Moreover, I am almost sure in it. To prove it practically it is impossible. As 
it is impossible to check up suspicions and indications of examinees. As a rule, the man who has declared on 
it, appears isolated from a society as violently crazy. And if conscience at whom - that of the experimenters 
suddenly will wake up, he will not live any longer...

                                                                                                    Nikolai SHCHEKIN.
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